lifeindenmark.dk is the official website for international citizens in Denmark offering information from the public sector and self-service if you are moving to – arriving and living in – or leaving Denmark.

Before moving

- Find a job
- Find out if you need to apply for a residence and work permit
- Learn about Denmark and Danish culture
- Find out how to bring your family
- Find an EU residence document (if you are residing in Denmark according to EU regulations)

When you arrive

- Register as a citizen – get a CPR number
- Get a general practitioner
- Get a NemID
- Get your yellow health insurance card
- Get a tax card
- Open a bank account
- Get your health insurance card
- Find a dentist
- Get to know your rights as a parent
- Get to know your rights as an employee
- Read your Digital Post
- Get to know your rights as an employee

Living in

- Import your car
- Change your driving licence
- Find a home and get a permanent address
- Sign your child up for daycare
- Get a MitID
- Get a general practitioner
- Get to know your rights as an employee
- Get to know your rights as a parent
- Read your Digital Post
- Get to know your rights as an employee

If leaving

- Notify your municipality of your decision to leave Denmark
- Find out which practical matters to attend to if you are leaving Denmark
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